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Cole Resigns Pastorate scabbard And Blade Freshman Queen Will Be Crowned At Lunceford Hop
Military Fraternity To Be Hejd |n clemson Field House October 7-8
To Accept State Position Taps Seven Officers

Rev. Harold Cole resigned the pastorate of the Clemson
College Baptist Church last Sunday to accept a position as
leader of the student work of the Baptist denomination in
South Carolina effective November 1. As state student
secretary he will direct the denomination's work with college and university students in South. Carolina with headquarters at the Baptist House in Columbia.

Little Theater Group
Begins Work On Next

Seven new members have been
taken into Scabbard and Blade,
national military fraternity.
They are J. F. Dickson, industrial physics senior of Rock Hill;
C. T. Wilson, arts and sciences
senior of Allendale; G. R. Timmerman, arts and sciences junior
of Charleston; J. M. Glenn, textile
manufacturing junior of Greer;
B. Morris, textile chemistry
junior of Spartanburg; M. W.
White, mechanical engineering
senior of Charlotte, N. C, and L.
A. Mitchell, chemical engineering
senior of Folly Beach.
The new members were tapped
at a retreat parade last week,
and have been undergoing a week
of informal initiation which
ends Friday. They will be formally initiated at the next meeting of the club.
Members in the fraternity is
based upon leadership, merit, and
general military proficiency.

Navy Band Gives Two Concerts Tuesday;
Students Be Admitted By Athletic Cards

Freshmen Must Turn In Photographs

Of Their Queens Before Wednesday
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I Love A Parade
For a school which has as much color and tradition as
Clemson College, our annual homecoming celebratins have
been notably lacking in same. Now some brilliant mind on
the campus has conceived the idea of giving a shot or
adrenalin, so to speak, to this year's homecoming.
A proposal has been made through the Council of Club
Presidents that a parade—not the military kind, but one
with floats, bands and beauty queens galore—be held preceding the Boston College game that will be the high spot
of the weekend.
Just a few of the ideas being tossed around in connection with a float sponsored by each major club and organization on the campus; prizes which will be awarded the outstanding floats; and invitations to notables, parade units, and
business houses in surrounding towns to enter the parade.
Success of this plan, of course, depends upon the cooperation of the clubs. They now have it in discussion, and
any definite decision is pending their reactions towards it.
What's your opinion, reader?

Propaganda?
Through the ear we always keep to the ground, we have
heard a general murmur of discontent echo through the cadet Corps in recent "days, caused by the niounting number
of minor changes in military routines and regulations.
A
pertinent thought can be found on page 52 of the college
catalog which is sent to all students prior to their entrance
at Clemson. We pass it out for what it's worth.
"Clemson College is operated as a military school,—
not for the purpose of making soldiers, but in order that
the students may learn the importance of loyalty and obe^
dience to authority . . . The military system places every
student on an equal standing ] . . The military system does
not in any way interfere with the regular college work . . ."

Pardon Us
Last week, through this column, students were urged to
take notice of the parking area maps posted on various bulletins and comply with instructions thereon. Now, it has
been found that those maps are erroneous. Students will
be given tickets if they park their cars in the area behind the
YMCA. Play safe, driver, go on over to the fieldhouse.

Rats Get Break
The Commandant's Office has announced that there
will be no inspection on the Saturday morning of Bat Hop
weekend, thereby making it possible for the rats to give their
full attention to their dates. Certainly the rats and their
femmes appreciate it.
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Talk of the Town
By Howell Arthur
Plagued with an abject paucity of subject
matter for the last two weeks, I have at last
come into my salad days. I believe "salad
days" is the proper cliche.
If it weren't for my reluctance to be too
trite, I'd say that it never rains but it pours.
I don't believe I'll say that, though.
Half the campus population has approached me with complaints they fancied I might
put into words. Scrapping my customary
lackadaisicalness, I myself have come upon
a few choice situations-which-need-correcting.
Want A Box?
First of all, there's the Post Office box affair. I remember my rat year7 "when not
the least of my troubles was the generaldelivery line I had to fight to obtain the occasional letter which filtered through the mails
from my friends and from my parents. I
spent long hours importuning intimates and
foes alike to aid me in my ill-fated quest for
a box.
My efforts were rewarded with success
early in my third semester, but I became a
member of a minority group. Most of this
year's freshmen and a lot of upperclassmen
still have to join the file, even though the
Clemson Post Office enjoys a peculiar privilege—that of permitting as many as three
people to receive mail through the same box.
The solution, of course, is more boxes, for
which the local P. O. has been on its knees
to the federal Post Office Department for
years. No soap. No boxes, either. If it
could get even a few, the Post Office would
be very happy. It wouldn't have to spend
so many man-hours as it does on the general
delivery window.
It could use the time
saved to make its service more efficient.
One of the student organizations will be
circulating a petition pretty soon in connection with this. If you're interested, you
might get hold of that boy and sign it.
Clemson, All Hail
When last I mentioned the new fight song,
I had only seen the words. I hadn't heard

the music or the words with the music, so,
although I was complimentary, I was not
nearly as enthusiastic as I have become
since.
I like that thing, and it seems that a lot
of other people share my liking for it. It's
better than the fight songs of most Northern
colleges (in my opinion), although most of
the Northern colleges to which I allude have
big music departments.
(It should be evident by now that I am
not one of those liberal journalists who believe in bettering inter-sectional relations.)
Professor H. H. McGarity of Clemson's
music department (he's the only professor
in it) wrote both words and music. Instead
of being ordinary and offering him orchids,
I'd like to wish some more work off on him.
We need an Alma Mater. I'm tired of singing praises to Cornell University, whose
"High Above Cayuga's Waters" has more
versions than most dirty jokes.
Last-minute flash: Professor McGarity
played his newest creation, a proposed Alma Mater for Clemson, at Tuesday night's
Tiger Brotherhood meeting. Bumor has it
that it went over big. It makes use of the
words which were sung to the old one; so
no one will have to tax his brain with difficult memory work.
Notes On Defeat
My knowledge of football is limited to the
price of those little bags of peanuts they sell
at the games, but I do know that you can't
win every time. So what if Clemson did
lose to Bice? Instead of running down the
Tigers for "letting Bice beat 'em," I am in
clined to think Rice must have one hell of a
good team to have licked the Tigers.
Everyone is acquainted by now with
Coach Howard's words to the effect that
"When they win they're yours, and when
they lose they're mine." They were ours all
last year, and I figure I still have a share in
'em. I'm going to hold onto it, too. Otherwise they may start winning all of a sudden
and leave me out in the cold

#o#d yiom Ottex eotfape *£*$*
The following rules for being
popular in college are dedicated
to the new freshmen. The older
boys have already learned them
by experience.
1. Own a car.
2. Be a good conversationalist.
3. Own a car.
4. Own a car.
5. Present a good personal appearance.
6. Own a car.
Note: If car is a red convertable
rules two and five may be disregarded.
. . . Gamecock

'O, K. men, let • watch your languagt — h»r« tom»« a coup* of tsnn'u playcrV

OSCAR SAYS
that Charlie (Ma chine-Gun
that "Rosebud" sure strutted
Mouth) Hair found his girl in the
arms of another man last Satur- his stuff though.
I realize that it is futile to day night. Correction: It wasn't
OSCAR SAYS
write such a letter as this, but I a man—it was Tom (You Name
that he hopes Colonel "Fat
Boy" Cromwell doesn't try to
feel that I must express my opin- It) Collings.
march his battalion over the
——OSCAR SAYS
■
ion. Since I used the word futile,
that Charlie Till is full of tales
you probably have already divin- about New Orleans. The country band anymore.
OSCAR SAYS
ed that .1 am referring to a job boys do raise hell when they get
that they (the band) have
enough trouble as it is since
placement bureau. A job place- to town.
"Cookie" decreed that they must
OSCAR SAYS——
ment bureau is a dream, has been
that Dick Gillespie is still rav-1 have rifles. He (Oscar) thinks
a dream, and will continue to be
ing about that Burly Q. the boys that it is a pretty dirty deal. Wona dream under the present in- saw in Houston. Get him to tell der what "Cookie" expects the
terest manifested in such an idea you about it.
band to do with rifles? Maybe
OSCAR SAYS
they (the band) could do the exby both the administration and
that Ray (Couchez-vous avec change manual while playing
the student body. The adminis- moi) Earnhardt is up to his old
"Tiger Rag."
tration has evidently refused to tricks again. A highway patrolOSCAR SAYS
man
stopped
him
for
"smooching"
seriously consider such a bureau
that Roland Huitt must have
or at least there is no material in the back seat last week. You'd lost his touch at Anderson Colthink he had learned his lesson
evidence that it has been con- from that hotel affair last sum- lege. His lady-love, Nancy, seems
to be more interested in Wilton
sidered. Nor can the students be mer.
Hall.
OSCAR SAYS
absolve either; they have talked
OSCAR SAYS
that "Rover Boy" Vereen had
that if Moorhead keeps on, he'll
much and only a few have made better stay away from the VFW
any realistic efforts. Some stu- club in Anderson. The last time be number one Booby this year.
OSCAR SAYS
dents have talked to administra- he indulged, he ended up in Rock
that the funniest sight of the
tive officials and come back with Hill at 3 a. m.
week was when James McConOSCAR SAYS
the report that we can't afford a
that speaking of Rock Hill- nell walked up on his girl's front
job 'placement bureau. I say that there were more rats than upper- porch Saturday night in Anderwe can't afford NOT to have a classmen at Winthrop this week- son. The gal's old man came
placement' bureau. It is evident end. How do they get away with running out and clouted him up
side the head, and then chased
it?
even to the administration surely,
him all the way to his car. What
OSCAR SAYS
that P. R. (Old Soldier)" Luns- Hoppen, McConnell?
that it is becoming more and more
OSCAR SAY*
•
difficult to obtain jobs upon grad- ford sure does miss his command
authority—but "Baf' still goes for
that the orchid of the week
uation. With a large graduating
him even if he's only an "honor- goes to the CDA for signing Jimclass in June and prospects of. ary" Colonel.
my Lunceford for the Rat Hop.
OSCAR SAYS
even larger ones in the near fuOSCAR SAYS
that Sweatman missed the boat
that he (Oscar) wants to see
ture, certainly administratives
for the Scabbard and Blade tap- all of you new freshmen there
cannot be blind to the need for
ping at the retreat parade last with your best girls, so write or
such a bureau. Administrative Friday.
call that little chick tonight.
officials say we cannot afford a
placement bureau, yet it seems
that we can afford a new expensive fire station to replace one
seemingly adequate. Clemson
evidently has more entrance applications than it can take care
of; yet recently I have seen three
The folowing was received from Dr. Poole who clipped
full page advertisements in spe- it from the United States Department of Agriculture Emcial newspaper editions reportedly
with an aggregate cost of "prac- ployee Bulletin.
tically $1,000. Friendship and
goodwill is fine but not $1,000 HOW TO GET AHEAD
worth. Also I wonder if the ruOne day while Howard Lewis was on vacation from his
mor is true that the main build- Washington Times-Herald column, "U. S. and US," Civil
ing was equipped with new Venetian blinds to use up the surplus Service Commissioner James M. Mitchell took over as guest
funds to keep from returning columnist to explain how civil-service employees can best
them to the state.
move up" the career ladder. While it is impossible in our
If any of these reports are true,
and I believe they are, then we small space to summarize all that he said, he did make the
do have the money for a job following points
placement bureau. Perhaps the
1. Select your goal within the scope of your aptitudes,
administration cannot handle this
make
it high enough to challenge you, map your program
problem. In that case, \t should
to
attain
that goal.
be put before the board of trustees for consideration.
2. Give the taxpayers who pay your salary their full
If smaller colleges, such as
money's worth, set high work standards, get to work on
Furman, with less financial aid,
can afford a job placement bu- time, don't abuse sick leave.
reau, certainly Clemson can.
3. Be prompt and dependable, answer correspondence
Maybe I'm wrong—perhaps I
promptly,
finish assignments quickly, maintain a reputation
have been misled, possibly there
is something being done—if so, for getting things done and of being reliable.
why haven't we heard about it?
4. Be open-minded and don't defend existing practices

Dear Tom,

Jimmy Thomas

heart, I'll cook for you."
He: "For the last time, I am
not Vaughn Monroe."
She: "Darling, I'll sleep with
you."
He: "Racing With the Moon."
"I didn't raise my daughter to
be fiddled with," said the pussy
cat as she rescued her offspring
from the violin factory.

A skull two inches thick was
discovered in a western state recently, according to an exchange.
The president of that state's university is now making a careful
check to see which member of
A man was standing on the cor- the faculty is missing.
ner humming a tune, when a lady
There isn't much difference in
approached him:
Lady: "Oh, Vaughn, darling, I freshmen from year to year. You
can tell a freshman girl right off
love you."
He: "Lady, I' ain't
Vaughn because she says, "Stop"! and
you can tell a freshman boy just
Monroe."
She: "Vaughn, honey, I want as easily because he stops.
to marry you."
1st Boy: "Did you take a nap?"
He: "Please, lady, I am not
2nd Boy: "Naw, is one missVaughn Monroe."
She: "... but Vaughn, sweet- ing?"

Air Force Makes New

Rules For Fufure PHots

As Others See It . . .

Sincerely yours,
R. A. Gettys, Jr.

The Veterans
Corner
Here are authoritative answers
from the Veterans Administration
to three questions about insurance, G. I. loans and compensation benefits for former servicemen:
Q. In my application for the
special NSLI dividend, I don't see
where my service serial number
is required. Please tell me if it
is needed and where it should
be placed?
A. Your service serial number
or numbers must be placed in the
proper box or boxes in answer to
item 4 on your application. Failure to answer this question properly will make it necessary for
VA to check its files for your
number and thus may cause considerable delay.
Q. If I have obtained a GI loan
to purchase a farm, am I still
eligible to receive training in an
agriculture colloge?
A. Yes, if you meet the qualification requirements of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of
1944, as amended.
Q. Does the fact that I receive
other substantial income have
any bearing on the amount of
compensation I get as a veteran
with a service-connected disability?
A. No. Since your compensation
is for a service-connected disability and it determined by the
degree of disablement, the
amount of income you have does
not affect the amount of compensation allowed you.
(Veterans wishing further information regarding veterans'
benefits may have their questions
answered by writing the nearest

Effective October 1, individuals must be unmarried male
citizens of the United States, between the ages of twenty and
twenty-six and one-half, who have
successfully completed two or
more years of college education,
in order to be eligible to .apply
for aviation cadet training, pilot
or navigator.
The aviation cadet educational
equivalent examination will no
longer be an acceptable alternate
to the two years college requirement.
All applications must be accompanied by an official transcript of college scholastic record
indicating credit for completion of
at least sixty semester hours or
ninety quarter hours, leading to
a baccalaureate degree at an accredited college or university.
In order to qualify for aviation
cadet training, applicants who
meet the above eligibility requirements must successfully complete
the Aviation Cadet Qualifying examination; the physical examination for flying training; and the
VA regional office.)
personal interview examination.

because "we've always done it that way."
5. Do not take yourself too seriously nor stand on your
dignity, as the world wagged on before you, will still manage after you are gone.
6. Keep clear of office politics; that includes religion,
gossip, petty jealousies, and personal prejudices.
7. Hold no grudges against anyone; if you are wronged,
forget it; do not store a cargo of useless impediments like
worries.
8. Do not become a problem employee; there are too
many already whose name brings a sigh to supervisors' lips
every time it is mentioned.
9. Do something for others; don't give the Boy Scouts
a monopoly on this.
10. Be loyal, not just by following the rules, but from
an inner feeling of whole-hearted allegiance both to your
country and to your agency.

,-r
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M'
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Bengals Lose To Powerful Rice, 33-7 Before 27,00
TMathews And Cone Sparkle As Tigers Go
Down Before Powerful Owls In Houston

moved to their 45. Calvert re-1
was thrown for a loss.
Once again Cone kicked, this
time to the Rice 30 yard line.
Neely's charges again began a
Last Saturday nighl Clemson's 15 game winning streak march goalward. Rote unleaseed
Any student who has not rewas halted by the Rice Owls, 33-7 before 27,000 fans in Hous- ^nothe^ aerial attack that the; ceived his student athletic book
Howardmen were unable to stop,
ton. Bad breaks, time, and fumbles hurt throughout the gne running play and five suc- can get it by calling at Ticket Offorward passes added an- fice, Field House and properly
evening as they suffered their first loss since they lost to cessful
:
other
marker
to the Texan's identifying himself (Treasurer's
Georgia 21 to 6 in 1917.
score. Williams placement was Office receipt). This book will
There's an old saying, "everything that goes up must i
The overwhelming score was quite a surprise to all Ti- blocked and the score stood at entitle Clemson students to admission to all home athletic concome down," and it was strongly felt on the Clemson cam- >er supporters but the defeat wasn't as bad as the score in- 27.0.
tests for the 1949-1950 school
statisAfter the next kickoff, Calvert year and to the football games
pus this week. The "thing" that came down or came to an dicated. Clemson was in complete command of the
,
. ,
broke loose for 20 yards to the
Uwls. ciemsorl 48. Again Clemson's with South Carolina and Furman.
end was Clemson's great history-making undefeated * streak iics in thf fir^ half' ™akin« 12 downs to 5 io*
athletic books cannot be
■ ,
,
,",.,.
~._ ,
, ~
I Tiger kickers averaged 43 vards per try, but unfortunately luck ran out as Reynolds' toss Student
replaced. Full admission will be
that started way back in the winter of 1947 when the Tigers ,, " „Tr.„ ,
.
, . .,
'.
" . .
was intercepted by Pugh who ran
the TD department is the most important.
charged if athletic book is lost.
to the Tig 33. Rice was penalized
blasted Furinan University 35 to 7. Then fell Duquesne,
Ragin Ray Mathews, Furious^
Student books will be required
for clipping and the 'skin was for identification at gate of away
Cone, Carol Cox, and Jackie tacklers RiC6
Auburn, P. C, N. C State, Mississippi State, South Carolina, Fred
rom
'alvert'were the ma
P
Ptly started placed on the 47 yard line o£
Boston College, Furman, Wake Forest, Auburn, Citadel, uaiverr were me main cogs in another scoring drive but it was ciemsort Clemson's pass defense games. Tickets are now on sale
the Tig offensive attack. The Ben- v,Qi+oH rir* the Tier d vaH otrir, as
to students for away games not
Missouri in the Gator Bowl, and P. C. again. But this is a gals gained substantially over the. Gfne Moore a stalwart on de held as Rice lost the ball on covered by student athletic book.
downs. Cone ran for a first down
past history and this is the last time this writer will mention ground and through the air lanes, fense, recovered Wyatt's fumble. but two pass plays were incom- GAME
STUDENT PRICE
but
fumbles
and
pass
intercepstarting
from
their
own
four
$1.20
it. The Tigers start over next Saturday at Baleigh and we
plete. Cone punted as the third Rice "
tions seemed to nullify every Tig yard line the Tigers surged forN. C. State
__ $1.00
period came to a halt.
plan to start with them.
drive. Time ran out on the Tig- ward. Mathews failed on a pass
S1.00
After an exchange of punts the Auburn
ers on two occasions when scores attempt to Bill DeLoach, but ran Texans started their last pay dirt
Season date tickets are now on
seemed inevitable. Cone tallied 8 yards himself after faking a movement. This attack was high sale at. Ticket Office, Field
MANY THINGS TO BE CONSIDERED
Clemson's only marker late m the pass 0n the next play. Fred Cone lighted by Vernon Glass and House. These tickets are $7.50.
fourth canto climaxing a 64 yard made three and a first down, George Glauser as the two backs They will entitle a lady, when acThey did take the worst beating a Clemson team
drive. Chandler booted the extra Ragin Ray tossed a flat pass to
fan and passed their way goal- companied by a Clemson student,
has taken since 1943, but they by no means disgraced
point for his tenth in eleven at- John Poulous for 14 and a lirst
Glauser ended the drive to a seat (not reserved) in the
war(j
themselves at the Texas school. First of all, they knew
tempts.
down. The first quarter ended at by taking a handoff from Glass Clemson student section to all
they were going.to get beat even before they took the
TIGERS ROLL
this point.
and crossed the goal for the final home athletic contests. A date
Clemson took the opening kickCone dashed for three an d i Owl tally, making the scoreboard ticket presented by a man at any
field. And this is our fault more than it is theirs. Most
off and began their first offen- Mathews was good for 14 to be- read 33 points for Rice. Wil- athletic contest will not be honof the sports writers, including me, gave the Howardsive play from their own 35 yard gin the canto. Rice held on the Hams' conversion attempt failed, ored. Clemson student must premen not even a slim chance to come out on top. A team
sent own student athletic book in
line. Ragin Ray promptly dash- next three downs. Cone punted CONE HITS PAY DIRT
Clemson finally caught fire in order to buy any date ticket. No
can't afford to be in a nervous state of mind before the ! ed 14 yards from the 35 and a \ 45 yards to the Owl 27. On a Rote
first down. Cone smashed for ' to Taylor pass Taylor fumbled tne waning moments of the clash date tickets will be bn safe at. the
game, but they do have to be keyed up to a certain exnine and Mathews was good for 6 and the Howardmen recovered on and drove 64 yards down field stadium.
tent. Our boys weren't, and it's our fault.
Ticket Office hours are Monday
more. Jim Reynolds was knock- the Tig 40.
and
with Cox, Mathews, Cone,
through
Friday from 9 a. m. to 1
Secondly, we must remember that it was a green, inex- ed out of bounds after a 5 yard
Mathews ripped for 11
and Calvert leading the way.
Cone
again for 10 yards but again the smashed over from the 3 and p. m. and from 3 p. m. to 6 p. m.
perienced group of boys who carried the purple and orange advancevahished into thin air for on the ' Texans held-and Cone was forced Chandler converted to give the
colors Saturday night. Their opponents, one of the Strong- next play Calvert's aerial was in- to kick. Rote and Lantrip were South Carolinians 7 points.
est elevens in Rice's gridiron, history, started no less than ten tercepted by the Owls.
| smothered on two successive line
Shortly after the next kickoff,
seniors against the Bengals. So, it was inexperience against
Two line thrusts by Rice pro- plays and Hendley downed Riley Mike Kinney raced 55 yards with
a first down. Two passes on the next play after a short the ball -after he intercepted one
experience, a tremendous determining factor in any ba*\ duced
failed after Riley netted four ! gain. Jackie Calvert was down- of Rote's passes and . was finally
Clemson's line-busting fullback,
game. All in all, the Owls had 22 seniors on their squad.
yards. Wyatt punted 49 yards ed on the Tig 22 after receiving downed on the 11 yard line.
A Fred Cone, was tied for the scorto Mathews who was nailed on Watson's 41 yard kick. Furious Cox to Smith toss was incom- ing leadership in the Southern
Another thing that people who look further than
the 15. Eflfcaster hit the Tigs : Fred smacked the Rice forward plete and the clock said two see- Conference as the newly opened
the score will see was that Clemson had two tough v again
as Mathews fumbled on the wall for six and Carol Cox slipped onds left to play. Ragin Ray football season moved into its
breaks in the first quarter that broke their backs. The
next play to give Rice the ball on through for five. Thus, the Tigs Mathews ran to the foot line as third week. Tied with Cone for
the Clemson 17 yard line. Rice had another first down. Cox hit the final gun went off robbing the the point-making lead are Billy
Tigers looked great after the opening kick-off when
gained 12 yards in two plays to Poulos with a 20 yard toss that Bengals of another possible score. Cox, Duke tailback, and Stan Lathey drove deep into Rice territory. Fate, and a magnigive them first and goal. On third put the 'skin on the Owl 47. Smith
,
•■
vine of' Maryland. Fourth place
ficent eleven, were against them, however, and the sodown Lanfrip, Owl fullback, took another Cox pass for nine
When a young man applies to was held by Thomas Billingsley,
smashed over for the game's first more yards. Mathews then ran Clemson College, he receives University of Richmond tailback
journ toward pay dirt came to an abrupt halt when a
counter. Williams converted and. his way to the Rice 17. Trying eight pieces of mail, including a with 18 points. Ray Matthews of
stray Bengal pass fell into the hands of a Neelyman.
| the score was 7-0.
\ desperately to counter before the copy of the catalog, application Clemson was tied for fifth place
Even the most rabid Clemson supporter will agree that
Carol Cox was downed on the I half, Mathews went way, way blank, bill for reservation de- having a total of 12 points.
Cone led Clemson's attack
it was good playing on the Ricemen's part, but it was j 17 yard line after the kickoff by back to throw but his aerial was posit, receipt for reservation deagainst
Presbyterian scoring two
!
Watson.
Cone
was
good
for
2
but'
intercepted
and
the
first
half
posit,
request
for
transcript
of
still a tough break.
a Cox to Smith pass was illegal I came to a close with the Tigers his high school record, room- touchdowns, in the 69-7 rout. He
as the Tigs had an unauthorized lagging behind fourteen.
mate request card, physical exam also scored Clemson's only touchTOUGH BREAKS HURT
receiver, and they were penalized; RICE COUNTS
blank, and the final letter ac- down against Rice last Saturday
nirrht
■
■
. ■
15 yards. This put the ball on i Kelly ran Fred QGS^P feftckea renting his-appliea±i™»
Disaster struck the Tii*er forces as*am later in that first the 7 yard strip, and in another back 18 yards to open the second
half. Tobin Rote then threw a
canto when the Texans recovered a fumble deep in Clemson hole.
kicked beautifully
to beautiful pass to Williams that
ne
territorv. Again we admit this was caused by the hard- Kelly
„ ° who
, returned the egg to the carried to Clemson's 47. Rote cornhit ting Owls who played a rugged, rock and sock 'em brand Clemson 45. Rote handed off to pleted another forward good for
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
:
Clemson's
of ball throughout the fray. Nevertheless, we still brand it Gordon Wytt who skirted 40 yards 27 yards to Wyatt.
AND STUDENTS
before being downed by Glenn pass defense seemed to disiritea break and venture to say if Bice had not capitalized on Smith. This put the ball 5 yards grate. Rote and Wyatt carried to
Greenville, S. C.
108 N. Main Street
these advantages the story of the game in Houston Saturday from pay dirt. . Riley made the the Tiger 10 and another aerial,
night would have had a different twist to it. This writer second TD on two line plunges. Rote to Williams, netted six
j
>». i.u-„i
. u u„
^
„ i r>;™ u„+ u„ J™„ Williams again converted and the points. This drive covered some
doesn
t think we could
have conquered
Kice,' but tie does score
„ „ ,board? read
„nA 14
^* for
*„ Rice
-o•„„ and
„^ 69
L yards.
■,
„,•„■
^
Williams was good, in
Hardware
Sporting Goods
think the score would have been decidedly different.
I he o for Clemson.
his point after touchdown atmargin of victory might have been two touchdowns Or mayWatson kicked off again and tempt and Rice led 21-0.
>
' t one
Calvert returned the ball 13 yards
Ragin Ray took the next kickDe JUSt one.
■,.,-.
to the Clemson 28. Two Cox to off from Watson to the 22 yard
So, take all these factors into consideration before you Smith passes clicked but on the line. Jim Reynolds made a nice
render a verdict on the Tigers. They put everything possi- third attempt Smith fumbled run of 23 yards as the Tigers
ANDERSON, S. C
ble into the game and took plenty of knocks, hard and often, when hit hard by three Rice ceived no pass protection and

Baby Bengals Gain First Win Of Year
Ticket
Information By Topping P, C; Hubert, Moore, Shine
Clemson's Baby Bengals look-4
ed defeat squarely in, the face for sixteen, and from this poll]
three quarters Friday night and "Pooley" Hubert hit end Boot
had to conae from behind to pluck vite with a perfect pitch in th
the Presbyterian College fresh- end zone for the T. D. Chart!
man squad, 13-8. It was the first Radcliff converted and the Tige|
taste of victory for the Cubs, as moved out front, 7-6.
they were tamed last week Jay the
Clemson got the "icer' ju|
Fort Jackson Red Raiders, 20-6. three plays later. P. C, gamblir
The offense of Banks McFad- desperately, took to the air in
den's boys failed to click for three effort to overcome the Tiger leal
cantos, and it wasn't until late in Tiger wingback Kenneth MooJ
the fourth period that the Cubs intercepted a P. C. pass and haul
could generate enough power to ed it back fifty yards and a Clenl
push across their two six pointers, son touchdown to put the Tigef
The Blue Hose wasted no time in front to stay,
in getting started, scoring in just
The Blue Hose picked up tv
two '.minutes after taking the points on a safety when Clemsd
opening kick-off. Charles Rad- fumbled on a bad pass from ceJ
cliff, fullback from Norfolk, Vir- ter and the tailback was forcJ
ginia, kicked off for Clemson and to fall on the bounding pigskl
P. C. immediately began the roll, in the end zone. The game enl
After three running plays had ed a few plays later with tl|
carried them to their own forty, ; Cubs again on the move,
the P. C. quarterback flipped a
The Cub forward wall looked]
flat pass to right end "Bugs" bit slow and showed that thJ
Henry, who scampered the re- need a great deal of experienq
maining fifty-five yards unmo- Cub Starting' Lineup
lested to cross the Clemson goal
R. E.—Bobby Vite
standing up. The try for P. A. T.
R. T.—Gary Byrd
D. was no good and the Tigers
R. G.—J. C. Hudson
were behind, 0-6.
C—Billy Small
BENGALS BEGIN TO ROLL
L. G.—Harmon Baldwin
The game remained practically
L. T.—Louis Philhower
at a standstill until midway the. L. E.—Milford Moore
fourth stanzas, but finally the
B. 11.—Gene Pate
Tiger offense began to roll and
L. H.—Bobby McLellan
the Cubs were on the move. The
R. H.—Frank Kennedy
ground attack moved to the P. C.
F. B.—Charles Radcliff

Cone Tied For S.
Conference Lead

STONE BROTHERS

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

Many people have said Rice had the hardest hitting team $*$**$M^*<M$4**<M$<^
that the Tigers have ever seen. That's a matter of opinion, <$►
but anvone will tell vou that the Owls were playing for
keeps.
STATISTICS LOOK GOOD
If statistics determined the winner of football
games, the Tigers would have come out almost as well
as the Owls. Clemson netted 22 first downs to Rice's
20 and equaled the Neelymen in several departments.
A very encouraging part of Clemson's record in the tilt
is in the passing department. Cox, Mathews, and Calvert combined forces to complete eleven aerials for 122
yards. This gave them an average of eleven yards for
every completed toss. The Tigs threw 25, giving them a
44 per cent completed mark. This is good in any league
and the ones who were responsible should get their share
of praise.
LINEMEN ARE IMPROVING
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SHAVING NEWS

EASTMAN KODAK

Old Spice Shav. Mug $1.00

AND FILMS

f
f£

Mennens Skin Bracer 59c

Old Spice Talcum

Mennens Shav. Cream 49c

f
f
T
f

RAZOR BLADES

f
f

♦♦♦
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f

$6.35 and $7.50

Been out
Robbing Rainbows

FOR YOU!
Yes—now you can choose
from 25 different colors in our
new line of solid color shirtslight, medium, and deep tones.
Widespread

i

You can also choose from
many, many smart Arrow collar styles in broadcloth or
oxford.

See your Arrow dealer today
for "Arotints" and "Aratones."

$0.65 . $3.95 . S^.OO

$1.00 up

SANFORIZED •

Use

HECTO
35c

MITOGA • ANCHORED BUTTONS

ARROW SHIRTS
j»
>
TIES * UNDERWEAR * HANDKERCHIEFS * SPORTS SHIRTS

5 Smart dressers are

GETTING IN SOLID

LUCKY TIGER
KREMYL
FITCH'S

FOLDING CAMERAS
$29.00 to $72.75
PROJECTOR
$27.50

For ....

ATHLETE FOOT

Low-Siop*

Regular

MAHDEEN

SHAEFFER

ARROW'S NEW

ALL MAKES
Shaving Brushes

Long Points

Medium Points

CREAM OIL

BOX CAMERAS

Seaforrh Mugs ..... $1.00

f

We sometimes think we write too much about the
real stars of the team, but we have to say a few words
about Mathews and Cone. These two boys form a combination that's hard to beat, and even the Owls didn't
have too much success with the pile driving fullback
and the lightning thrusts of Mathews. Carol Cox and
Jim Reynolds also put on a good show, Cox with his
passing and Reynolds with his running. Mike Kinny,
another first year varsity man, looked extremely good
(Continued on Page 6)

.. 90c

HAIR TONICS
VITALIS

Old Spice Lotion '.. .. $1.20

X Seaforth Lotion .. .. $1.20

As far as the linemep are concerned, I think they played
exceedingly well considering the experience they were bucking against.
Sophomore guard Pete LManos gave notice that
he would be heard from loud and often. The Brooklyn star
is one of the most improved players on the squad and deserves a pat on the back. Another who should get an orchid
is Glenn Smith, another sophomore, from Washington.
Smith took a beating at his end post, but still was a valuable "^
part of Clemson's powerful passing attack. Going on down j
the line, seniors Gene Moore, John Loulos, Jack Cx, and Luke 1
Deanhardt turned in their usual good performances along
with sophomore Bob Hudson. However, don't leave out the
reserves for they stood up well against the furious Owl attack.
POWERFUL BACKFIELD

<$►

ARROW'S

FLASH GUNS

PARKER

SOLID COLOR
SHIRTS $3.65 up

FOUNTAIN PENS
FINE LINE PENCILS

College men everywhere
are going for these new
Arrow solid color shirts.

f

$1.00

We have them in several
colors and several famous Arrow collar styles.
See them today!

FLASH BULBS
All Sizes

PARKER "21" PENS
$5.00

f

L. C. Martin Drug Company

STEWART-MERRITT CO., INC.

Clemson, S. C.

P. S. McCollum, Owner
THE REXALL STORE

See our new Arrow ties
while you're at it. $1 up.

16 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

f

♦♦♦

IW.V.V.W. ARROW UNIVERSITY STYLES
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urtner Enjoys European Jaunt Ag Engineers Take Spotlight
During National Convention
Ohio Wesleyan Univ. Mid-Week Retreat
By H. L. DUKES

'

iProf. F. A. Burtner, associate
lofessor of sociology, and Harold
^yne, a Clemson graduate of
, sailed from New York harbor
June 4 on a Dutch liner, the
sordam, bound for a summer
kcation in Europe. The ship
Bennie Patterson, vice-presiAuthorization of an examinaJcked on June 13 at Rotterdam,
olland . While in Holland, Mr. tion honor system at Ohio Wes-1 dent of the Wesley Foundation,
rtner and Payne visited Jack leyan University follows two Methodist student group, has antersich, whose son attended years of research, study and rec- nounced the following tentative j
|emson after the war. They were ommendations by the Student! Mid-week Retreat program for
Holland about five days, and Curriculum Committee. The new ' the coming semester:
Oct. 5—Forum Discussion on
|r. Burtner said that Holland program, which will receive a
as very clean and neat and also three ^ear trial period, beginning j "Our Faith," led by Rev. E. W.
Iry picturesque. Rotterdam, the this year, has been approved by Hardin.
Oct. 12—"Work Camp Pro|y in Holland which the Ger- the Faculty Curriculum Commitans bombed continuously, has tee in order to "make it possible gram"—talks and slides by Theo
len cleaned up, though there are for individual classes to institute Monroe and Bennie Patterson,
111 vacant spots where once experiments in the cooperative who spent the summer at work
camps in Cuba and Mexico, responsorship of examinations."
Bod office buildings.
Under the proposed plan mem- spectively.
•Text on the agenda for the two
Oct. 26—Deputation from Lanan was Belgium, where they bers of the class elect three studer
College.
dents
to
an
"honor
committee"
sited friends in the city of BrusNov. 2—Discussion led by Jack
Jls. They also visited the usual which draws up a cooperative exrist places; among them were amination plan in consultation Williams.
Nov. 9—Program conducted by
with the dean and the instructor.
ment and Waterloo.
In preparing a plan, the honor freshmen.
fter leaving Belgium, they committee considers to which exNov. 16—Talk by John Gentry.
^nt to Paris, which they found aminations the rules will apply,
Nov. 30—Forum discussion on
be as majestic as they had how the students will be seated, "Courtship and Marriage", led
Dposed. They found that there where the instructor will be, and by Claude Evans of Walhalla.
more Americans in Paris than how dishonesty shall be dealt with
Dec. 7—Deputation from Conlench people. Also visited in
verse College.
and reported.
lance, were the cities of BorDec. 14—Annual Pie Supper.
The class must pass the plan
|aux, Biarittz, Toulouse, and the
Jan. 4—Talk by Walter Cox,
proposed by the Committee by a
iriera. Most interesting to the
percent majority vote or the "Sportsmanship."
bn was Monte Carlo, the gam- !
Jan. 11—Program conducted by
Committee must submit a revised
fng spot of the world, which is
plan for the class approval. The local girls; Sue Henry in charge.
ry beautiful, they say.
Jan. 18—Program by graduatadopted plan containing the sigIln Switzerland, Mr. Burtner nature of the instructor is filed ing seniors.
|d Payne visited Geneva and with the dean.
beautiful vacation spot of
The class proceeds with the
litish millionaires. Interlaken.
plan
according to adoption unless
laving Lucerne, they visited
pneva, Bern, Neufchatell, and unsatisfactory results force the
Isle. Three days were spent in honor committee or instructor to
|rn, where they had to wait to request the dean to discontinue
visas from the military gov- the project. Students write their
evaluation of the system at the
aent to visit Germany.
conclusion
of the final examinaOfficers of the Wesley Founda?irst stop in Germany was
tion Council, Methodist student
lieberg and then to Heidelberg, tion.
A student-faculty
committee group, accompanied by the Rev.
Tiere they visited the famous
will
recommend
the
penalties
for
tidelberg University and other
Mr. Hardin, pastor of the Clemson
lints of interest. They found honor system violators who are Methodist Church, spent last
at Heidelberg was completely reported to the dean.
weekend at Oconee State Park.
lerrun with American occupaThis is an annual affair for the
Inal forces. When they left
pidelberg, they went to Frankpurpose of planning the year's
and saw the airlift (Operawork.
Jns Vittles) in operation. Mr.
Beginning on Friday evening,
ler said that it was amazing.
members
of the group discussed
|so visited in Frankfurt was the
The Cherokee County Club
stle from which the Hess jewels elected officers for the coming activities and agreed on a tentafere stolen. Germany is a very semester at a meeting held on tive revision of the budget.
^pressing country, according to Tuesday, September 20.
Gene McLeod and Horace LeyBurtner, because of the deDavid L. Plaxico, ME senior sath left the group Saturday
traction of the country. Very from Blacksburg, was reelected
Jtle has been done to help the president. Other officers are:
|uation, except for rubble being John H. Wilson, of Blacksburg,
loved from the streets so that vice-president; Hal Bland of
FINLEY'S ESSO
jffie can pass through.
Gaffney, secretary-treasurer; and
STATION
Trom Germany, they went back
'.$;
'fu-ufamneil
of
uie
irecrex
■"GFKOCEKTEStrain. The crossing of the Engtion committee.
Ih channel was the roughest of
All new students from Chero|e season. Mr. Burtner said
it he did not get sea-sick but kee County who are interested in
|eryone else did. They found joining the club are urged to see
at London has been cleaned up, David L. Plaxico in room 8-225
WASHING — GREASING
Id the destruction was not as before October 5.
Phone 2481—Pendleton, S. C.
Id as they had expected. While
I London, they visited the daugh- Mr. Burtner was more impressed First Station on Right as You
Enter Pendleton.
' of Mr. Fred Taylor, who was with Wales and western Scotland.
They
visited
the
royal
palace,
"SERVICE
WITH A SMILE"
professor of textiles at Clemson
but the King was out among his
ong about 1910 or 1911.
|In England, they rented an au- subjects, and they did not catch
aobile and drove 2,500 miles, sight of him. The English food
i u r i n g the countryside and was adequate but uninteresting,
[oiding as many tourists as pos- because much of the food was still
ale. They visited Oxford, rationed.
The trip was very enjoyable
tmbridge, York, and Edinburgh.
fom there, they drove to the ex- and Mr. Burtner is looking foreme western portion of Scot- ward to another one. He feels
ad. Traffic there is very light, that anyone could travel in EuJd there is only a lone lane high- rope without too much difficulty.
ay with small roads in which He likes Paris, west Scotland and
turn in case you should meet Biarrittz best, though every other
Specializing in
place was wonderful in its own
lother auto.
HOT DOGS
|Mr. Burtner and Payne drove way. The native Europeans were
most
helpful
and
very
impressive
AND
HAMBURGERS
Fort William on Loch Ness,
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.
lere there is supposed to be a to the travelers, and did not seem
nnimniimnm>miM»if«iEj.
|ige monster, according to the to begrudge Americans.
cal populace, but they did not
It a glimpse of it. They drove
CORDUROY SHIRTS
GABARDINE SLACKS
|rough Scotland and visited
nblin, which Mr. Burtner classiSolid Fancy Knit Ties — White French Cuff Shirts
-as a miniature Paris, with a
ver running through it as the
at
bine runs through the center of
kris. They visited SouthampDover, Portsmouth, and Salaury. Following the southern
fast, they went to Hastings and
mbridge Wells. Again crossIg the channel, they went to
Schaeffer Tailoring Co.
ptterdam to catch a ship back
the States.
NATIONALLY KNOWN
[They sailed for America on the
NATIONALLY PRICED
pordam on Sept. 10. For the
$42.50 to $62.00
fcnefit of rumor mongers, the
2 Piece Suit
lip did not run out of coal in the
liddle of the Atlantic. (P. S. to
THE ONLY PLACE IN TOWN YOU CAN GET THEM IS
pear: He DID not have to swim
ick!) They landed in New
trk on Sept. 19, and Mr. Burtner
Irived on the Clemson campus
116 West Whitner Street
Sept. 20.
ANDERSON, S. C.
I Mr. Burtner said that it was
try hard to get reservations for
|e trip back. They had planned
return around Sept. 1, but it
as impossible to secure reservabns. Just as the ship docked in
Jsw York, authorities announced
lat the pound, British money,
SUITS
and
SLACKS
Id been devaluated. This fas a
lattering blow, because Belgium,
vitzerland, and Great Britain
$39.75 up
$13.95 up
Jd been very expensive places
visit.
ALL REGULAR STOCK
I Mr. Burtner speaks very adIrably of the British. He said
lat the Britsh have a very hard
lad ahead of them, but that he
Iver heard a complaint. The
ritish were very accomodating,
Id he found none of the tradiInal British reserve that he had
|ard so much about. The Britvolunteered aid and informaIn to the two travelers on many
• 21BH.MAINST. • 7W.WASH/NGTON6T.
Icasions. On the whole, the enle island of Great Britain was
[very beautiful country, though

Tries Honor System

Program Planned

Wesleyans Meet

At State Park

Cherokee Club
Elects Officers

HOKE SLOAN'S

Syracuse Students

Study Without Profs.
Surveys at Syracuse University show that students read
more, study more, and discuss
more in the experimental classes
in which the traditional role of
the professor in the classroom has
been discarded. Dr. Art.hu r
Combs, university psychologist,
declared that such students also
do better in examinations.
Under the plan, students direct
the class and grade themselves,
Dr. Combs stated student-centered teaching has been "successful
far beyond our expectations"
when compared to traditional
classes. More than a dozen classes
are now using the method. Interestingly, the marks fall in line
with those in conventional classes,
Dr. Combs added.
The principal duty of the instructor is to clarify and encourage discussion, creating a permissive atmosphere of freedom
from threat and authority. The
•psychologist said those participating in student-centered teaching
develop much more friendly feelings toward each other than persons in the same course under the
lecture method.
morning, having made other plans
for the weekend. Other officers
who remained were Theo Monroe, Arthur Banks, Bennie Patterson, Bill Ashley, Mike Johnson, Shelly Caulder, Johnnie
Walker, and Hassell Simpson. Mr.
Hardin's young son, Wannie, went
up Saturday to listen to the Rice
game and spent the night at the
cabin.
Saturday night, those remaining enoyed a chicken supper
prepared by Johnnie Walker and
Shelley Caulder.
Tired but happy, the boys returned to Clemson Sunday morning in time for church and Sunday School. All in all, the meeting was a highly successful and
pleasant one.

Conventions are GREAT, but to*
attend one as a winner has that based on activities of the club. It
little extra touch. For compari- all dates back to April 1, 1948,
son, shall we say raising "plus _ and extends through the same
infinity" to the "n"th power. date in 1949 AU of the events
That was the way five members of the club and its members, big
of the South Carolina Student and little) went into a report that
Branch of the American Society of was submitted to the Farm EquipAgricultural Engineers felt this ment institute. This report inpast June when they attended the ciuded Such information as mem- .
National Convention of A. S. A. E. bership, attendance at meetings,
held at Michigan State College at meeting activities, programs, speLansing, Michigan.
and
cial activities of the branch
Many times during the year members, as well as a report of
various organizations on the pr0gress made over previous
Clemson campus send delegates years. In fact, everything that
to their, national "get-to-gether." the club did during the year went
So it was with the local Ag. Engi- into the report and as a result
neers. But the wonderful part Clemson was selected as the winabout this convention was that ner with Iowa state, last year's
the members were sent not only winner, running a close second,
to represent the South Carolina
with the exception of the troStudent Branch but also to re- phy presentation, it is hard to
ceive a trophy won by that club.
really "high-lighted"
say wnat
Yes, we say without restrictions the convention in the eyes of the
that 1948-49 was a great year for five delegates. The 1800 mile
the Clemson ASAE (Correction: trip was an experience in itself.
Greatest) because this was the The well-planned convention profirst time in the history of the gram was "jam-packed" with inbranch that they were chosen as teresting events (educational, inthe top student club from all the formation, and social), more than
student branches in the colleges even a Clemson man could abthroughout the United States and sorb. But the assembly-line proCanada. To the ears of five duction of Ford Tractors in DeClemson members, came the loud- troit was one experience the
est applause (at least so it seem- Clemson Ag. Engineers will long
ed) when the FEI Trophy was remember—a new tractor every
awarded to Tyler Russell, last 50 seconds. "Seeing is believyear's president of the local club, ing."
So, as another chapter is writby A. J. Schwantes, President of
the ASAE. Over a thousand Ag- ten in the history of Clemson
ricultural Engineers witnessed the College, the school year 1948-49
event, including the four other is one to remember. Not only
Clemson delegates, Ab Snell, j does it mark the year of an unHenry Black, Leonard Jeffords! defeated football team, but also
and Porter Bull.
! the year that the Clemson ASAE
The F. E. I. trophy was not won national reconition as the
awarded to the holder of a lucky outstanding student branch to
number in a sweepstakes draw- win the trophy donated by the
ing. The competitive award was Farm Equipment Institute.

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

TYLER RUSSELL

A. J. SCHWANTES

CHARLIE'S SPECIAL SAUCE
On Sale at Ballentine's Super Market

CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE
Greenville, S. C.

18 E. Coffee Street

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE

South Carolina's Leading Store for
Men and Young Men

Engineers
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

"Clemson Headquarters in Greenville"

LUCKIES PAY MORE
to give you a finer cigarette/

Yes, at tobacco auctions Lucky Strike pays millions of dollars more
than official parity prices for fine tobacco!
There's no finer cigarette in the world today
than Lucky Strike! To bring you this finer
cigarette, the makers of Lucky Strike go
after fine, light, naturally mild tobacco—arid
pay millions of dollars more than official
parity prices to get it! So buy a carton
of Luckies today. See for yourself how much
finer and smoother Luckies really are—how
much more real deep-down smoking enjoyment they give you. Yes, smoke a Lucky!
It's a finer, milder, more enjoyable cigarette!

f

tX

CURTIS A. WALKER, veteran independent warehouseman of Wendell, N. C, says:"Season after
season, I've seen the makers of Luckies buy fine
tobacco . . . tobacco that makes a mild smoke.
I've smoked Luckies myself for 20 years. "Here's
more evidence that Luckies are a finer cigarette.

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO

MADE TO MEASURE

SPECIAL SALE

COPR,, THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

&.S./MF.T —ladkf StoMie Afeano fine T&bacca
So round, so firm, so fully packed - so free and easy on the draw
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Sportfacts
in
Focus
By JIM RICE

With the devastating defeat of the Clemson Tigers in
last Saturday's encounter with an all too powerful Rice
eleven, many people have lost complete faith in this year's
team. It is all too easy to sit back and say what should have
been, but it is a different story when you, have to act.
At the outset of the game the Tigers came out in the
same snappy style which they showed in so many of last
year's encounters, but after several bad breaks it seemed that
the spirit went out of the Tigers until the closing minutes of
the contest when they seemed to spring back with renewed
efforts to get back in the ball game.
During the first half it was nip and tuck and had the
Bengals had a little more drive they might have scored on
several occasions, but the scoring punch was lacking. When
the third quarter rolled around it seemed that the Tiger's
pass defense completely disintegrated.
However, in spite of the high margin of defeat, the Tigs
were in there fighting every minute and they are to be commended for the spirit which they showed all the way. Bice
was the strongest team the Tigs have tackled in quite some
time and were rated third in the nation at the outset. Against
such odds we consider they put up a pretty good showing.
ANOTHER ROUGH ONE
There is another rough one in the offing when the Tigers
take to the road again this week to meet a strong N. C. State
team in Raleigh, N. C, Saturday night. Last year's battle
with the Wolfpack turned out to be one of the most exciting battles of the entire season, Clemson winning 6 to 0 on
a 90 yard run by Clemson's claim to All American fame, Bobby Gage It was in that same game that we saw a strong
Howard line continuously repulse battering assaults to hold
the "Wolfpack" scoreless.
'State" is definitely out to revenge that loss last year,
and from all accounts they are much improved over last
season's aggregation. Their line is one of the strongest they
have boasted in many seasons and the backfield has been under constant tutorage to develop that all important scoring
punch which was lacking in many instances last year.
GOOD SHOWING AGAINST U. N. C.
Last week-end, N. C. State opened their slate against
one of their toughest and most formidable rivals, U N. C.
They gave the Tar Heels a run for their money in the first
half of the ball game, but the second half was a different
story. There was just too much 'Justice'. 'Mr. 'Choo Choo'
and company opened up their flashy running and passing
attack to put the skids to State's strong resistance. More
than once, however, it seemed as though the contest might
go either way.
RETURNING STRENGTH
In th« line, Coach Beattie Feathers has the fulfillment
of a dream. At tackle he has six rugged lettermen returning which turned in some brilliant play last season. Among
them are Ted Dostanko, Tom Morse, Elmer Costa, Gerald
Turbyfill, Norman Cegalis, and Fred Davis, who are ably assisted at the guard slots by five guards who saw plenty of
action at that position last year, among which are Charlie
Musser, who won a berth on last year's Southern Conference
team, Bernie Watts, who has been on All-Southern squads
for the past three years and is this year N. G. State's claim to
All American honors, Joe Daneu, Walter Schacht, Vince Bagonis, Ralph Calvano, Ralph Burnett, and Jim Byler. In addition the pivot position at center has ample strength in
Harold Saunders, John Martin, Julius Malk, Bob Bridger,
and Tom Tofaute. All of these men have seen a great deal
of experience and Coach Feathers has boasted of his "improved" line for a long while now.
In the backfield, he has a group of fast, experienced
breakaway men who can furnish a lot of trouble for the opposition. At fullback there are Dick Johnson, a senior from
last year's squad, Jim O'rourke and Paul Bruno. O'rourke
showed up particularly well against the Tar Heels and
should see a lot of action against the Tigers Saturday.
In the blocking back slot there is Bob Bowlby, the 175ppunder who won the Jacob's Blocking Trophy last year,
who is the top man in this position, and is supported by Paul
Carlson and hard-hitting John Tencick who are also returning from last year. On the wings State hopes to have the
answer to one of their most troublesome problems in Paul
Dinan and George McArthur.
TIGS STILL IN CONFERENCE RACE
Although the Tigs dropped their game to Rice Saturday
past, they are still in the Southern Conference race.
We
hope that in this Saturday night's tilt they will be in better
form than they were against Rice, but you can bet the going
will be just as rough. State would certainly like nothing
better than to avenge their loss of last year for there was a
disputed play in last year's tussle which might have given
them a victory.
As we said in the beginning of this article, 'it is all too
easy to sit back and criticize, but it would help so much more
to give encouragement at this stage of the game. We're
still behind the Tigers and wish them every success this Saturday. Stale is good, but it just might turn out that ole
Frank Howard has put the bug in his boys' ears and when he
does, look out!!!!!
In all seriousness, this will be another one of the roughest games the Tigers will play all season, but we are behind
them one hundred per cent.
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Rebounding Tigers Collide With N C State Saturday
Air Expected To Be Filled With Passes

Predictions For This Week's Grid Games

As Tigers Collide With Strong Wolfpack
Recovering from a 33 to 7 defeat at the hands of the nation's
number three football team, the
Clemson Tigers are mustering all
effort to reshape their forces to
top strength for the coming engagement with ano'thef powerful
rival, the N. C. State "Wolfpack."
When Coach Howard's charges
meet State they will be meeting
another once defeated team this
season, which suffered a loss at
the hands of a powerful U. N. C.
team led by All American Charlie
"Choo Choo" Justice. The battle
between State and U. N. C. was
a hard fought, grueling contest
all the way, and had State had
the necessary drive which constitutes T. D.'s it might have been
a different story.
WOLFPACK LINE STRONG
EXPERIENCED
This year Coach Beattie Feathers look to a much improved team
over his last year's charges, because of the large number of experienced linemen among which
is "Bernie" Watts, the Wolfpacks
right guard who is well known
in the Southern Conference for
his brilliant defensive play. Watts
is^ this year high on many All
American 'prospective lists. On
the other side of the center is left
guard, Charlie Musser, who is All
Southern material.. In addition
to these two bulwarks, Coach
Feathers boasts a host of returning linemen in Tony Romanowsky
and Roland Simon on the flanks,
Elmer Costa and Ted Dostanko
holding down the tackles, and
Harold Saunders handling the
pivot slot. All these men have a
wealth of reserve strength in lal
of their respective positions.
The backfield is also reputed
to b'e in much better shape than
last year boasting Jim O'rourke,
fullback who made a brilliant
showing against the Tar Heels in
last weeks tussle, Bob Bowlby,
top blocking back who last year
won the Jacob's Blocking Trophy
for outstanding play at that position, Paul Dinan, on one of the
wings, and Bill Thompson at the
other.
4
It promises to be an action
packed contest with the Tigers
hoping to bounce back from their
first defeat in sixteen starts.
"Raging" Ray Matthews who did
some outstanding offensive play
against the strong Rice "'Owls"
should be in top shape this Saturday after a minor injury in the
Rice game and will lead the attack for the Tigers, ably assisted
by Fred Cone at the fullback slot,
"Windy"Wyndham, who is one,
of the hardest hitting blocking
backs Clemson has had in a long
while, and Jack Caivert, who has'

Four Teams Share
Conference Throne
The Duke Blue Devils served
notice last Saturday that they are
not to be counted out of the
Southern Conference championship picture. Coach Wallace
Wade's charges overwhelmed the
University of Richmond Spiders
to the tune of 67-0. While this
this slaughter was going on, AilAmerican Charlie "Choo-Choo"
Justice led the University of
North Carolina over N. C. State's
Wolfpack in a fourth quarter rush
26-6. Friday night, Washington
and Lee's Generals pulled a surprise with a win over lowly Furman, 27-7, while Maryland's Terrapins routed Virginia Tech 34-7.
Clemson and Wake Forest, both
losers to Southwest Conference
foes Saturday night, have _yet to
play a conference game.
Here are the Conference standings after the first week of league
play:
W L T Pet Pts Opp
Duke
_ 10 0 1,000 67 0
N. C.
1 0 0 1,000 26 6
W. & L. ... 1 0 0 1,000 27 7
Maryland ... . 1 0 0 1,000 34 7
Clemson .... 0 0 0 .000
0 0
Wake F. .. 0 0 0 .000 0 0
W. & M. ... 0 0 0 .000
0 0
S. C.
0 0 0 .QjBO
0 0
Vir. Mil. ... 0 0 0 • .000
0 0
Davidson ... 0 0 0 .000
0 0
Citadel .... 0 0 0 .000
0 0
Geo. W. _ 0 0 0 .000
0 0
Uni. Rich . 0 1 0 .000
0 67
N. C. State . 0 1 0 .000
6 26
Furman .... 0 1 0 .000
7 27
Vir. Tech ... . 0 1' 0 .000
7 34
This week's schedule is as follows:
Friday night — Furman at S.
Carolina; Wake Forest at Boston
College.
Saturday afternoon — Georgia
at North Carolina; Duke at Tennessee; Virginia Tech at William
and Mary; Washington & Lee vs.
West Virginia at Charleston, W.
Va.
Saturday night—Clemson at N.
Carolina State; George Washington vs. Virginia Military Institute at Lynchburg, Va.; Univercity of Richmond at Delaware;
Presbyterian at Davidson; Georgetown at Maryland.

shown outstanding possibilities at
the wing.
CLEMSON FORWARD WALL
DEPLETED
In front of the boys is a much
depleted line led by Tiger Stalwart "Gene" Moore at the pivot,
Dan DiMucci, right guard who
was a freshman standout last
year and .has been filling the
shoes of Clemson's Frank Gillespie, Jack Cox, left Guard who
has seen three years of experience
for the Tigers, Luke Deanhardt,
who played outstanding ball
against Rice at the Tackle slot
supported by Bob Hudson, once
rangy end who was shifted to
tackle by Coach Howard this year.
The ends are about the strongest
position with four lettermen returning, among which are Gil
Rushton, former reserve center,
John Poulos, Doug Herlong, and
Gene Carson.
Coach* Howard has been constantly working with his line in
order to try to shape them up
into a fast charging, hard hitting
unit which will have to meet,
some strong opposition all
through this hectic season against
such powerful foes as Wake
Forest, Boston College, Miss. State
and a few others which will furnish 'plenty of opposition.
This promises to be another
tough one for the Tigers, but
should the Bengals turn in the
caliber of ball which they have in
the past, the game will be a hard
one to prophesy. Last year the
Tigers turned in some of their
most brilliant line play of the
whole season against the Wolfpack, and will have to equal or
surpass that this season to hope
to scratch. Coach Howard does
not hope to equal' last years impressive record on the gridiron,"
but he will be employing every
bit of his well recognized skill
against all rivals.

TIGER SCHEDUE TOUGHER
In addition, this year's schedule
is harder than last year's, due to
the fact that many teams which
we met last year and are meeting
again this season have not been
plagued with the losses that the
Tigers have had.
However, when the Tigers take
the field Saturday night in Raleigh, N. C, they will be in there
fighting with everything to disprove many opinions that they
are nothing exceptional this year.
Some scribes rate them fifth in
the Southern Conference, but
that is a matter which cannot be
decided until the final whistle of
this season ha"s been blown, and
we are at present willing to dispute such a claim. Time will tell,
but you can bet that Coach Frank
Howard will pull every trick out
of his bag that he knows to dispute such presumptions.
The contest this week-end is an
all important one for both teams
and will be one of the most exciting the Tigers will play all season.
The odds are great, but don't let
last week's game prove too much
in forming your condemnations
before the Tigers have had another chance to prove their mettle.
If given a chance, they can stay
in the race for Confeernce honors.

As expected there were nu- im'pressive in their loss to S. M. U.
merous upsets over the nation B. C. didn't fare so well against
last week-end. I was able to .! the Sooners. The Baptists will
predict only 80 percent of last ; rack up triumph number two.
week's contest correctly, and
this week's tilts won't be any MISSOURI OVER S. M. U.
This may be a wild guess, but
easier to pick. There'll be some
games just top close for comfort O. S. U. had a rough time with
such as Georgia, North Carolina the Midwestern Tigs. Missouri
and perhaps Clemson, N. C. State. downed the Mustangs last year
Here are this Saturday's fore- and may repeat agam.
casts:
MICHIGAN OVER STANFORD
Despite the Indian's performCLEMSON—N. C. STATE
ance against Harvard they'll be
Both clubs lost to superior foes out of their league when they
last weekend. State has a potent
tackle the powerhouse of Michi-,
defense, while the Bengals will gan.
rely of their powerful offense.
This one might go either way.
NOTRE DAME OVER

GEORGIA OVER NORTH
CAROLINA

WASHINGTON

The Huskies wouldn't have a
chance with the Irish first string
Wallace Butts has had two back in South Bend. N. D. in a
breathers to prepare his Bulldogs rat race.
for Justice and Company. U. N. C.
had a rough time for 3 periods NAVY OVER PRINCETON
The Middies lost to the best
against State and will find it
team on the Coast last week but
rougher for 4 against Georgia.
managed to make three scores.
SOUTH CAROLINA OVER
The-New Jersey Tigers will find
FURMAN
the going a bit rough.
Furman's too weak on offense
ARMY
OVER PENN. STATE
to give the Birds a run for their
Sate's Nittany Lions were a big
money. Carolina will make the
score more impressive than last disappointment last week against
Villanova. The Cadets will cap-!
year.
ture win number thirteen in a
row.
TULANE OVER GA. TECH
The Yellow Jackets were lucky
OKLAHOMA OVER TEXAS
last week and they won't be playWilkinson's boys will have an
ing in their home yard this week.
The Greenies to drop Tech by one easier time of it this week than
they did in crushing Boston Color two scores.
lege.
VANDERBIILT OVER
T.
C. U. OVER ARKANSAS
ALABAMA
Arkansas
is without All AmeriVandy lost a tough one last
week and are due for a rebound. can Clyde Scott and just don't
However, it'll be a hard fought have the power to cope with the
game, as 'Bama didn't look too up and coming Horned Frogs.
bad against Tulane.
WISCONSIN OVER ILLINOIS
DUKE OVER TENNESSEE
The Badgers should give the
Wade's Blue Devils showed Fighting Illini more trouble than
great promise last week, while the did a surprising Iowa State squad.
Vols were pushed to nip a stubCOLUMBIA OVER HARVARD
born Miss. State eleven.
The Crimson will not be able
BAYLOR OVER MISS STATE
to repeat last year's performance
Last season these two elevens
battled to a tie. This year the
(Continued on Page 6)
Bears have too much passing for
the Maroons as State showed
weakness in pass defense against
Tennessee.

IPO AY Membership Drive
By GRADY WADE, JR.
All the way with IPOAY! This
should be the slogan for every
Clemson Cadet. The IPOAY is
actually one of the most democratic and helpful organizations
on Clemson's or any other campus in the United States. Just
think, every member of the student body may join in and say
he is helping each and every athletic event which takes place.during the year. In a round-aboutway, those who are not athletes
themselves, become part of the
athletic program.
IPOAY started its 1949 drive
for membership last Monday,
September 26. The club is trying
to make all companys one hundred percent IPOAY backers
this year. The drive will last until Saturday, October 8.
Company Lair officers, who.
were elected recently, will be
around to each room, explaining
the function of the club, and to
accept memberships. All companies that get a one hundred
percent membership will have an
open-house at the YMCA.
One special function of IPOA\' |
is to v/ork hand-in-hand with the j
"Y" toward promoting inter-'
mural sports. The club is a help.'
not only to the school sports, but
to the indi'pdual student who
does not participate in any ma- i
jor sport. Those who do not go
out for the freshman or varsity
squads may join their campany.
basketball, football, volleyball,!
and other teams of his choice.
Films of football games are
shown by IPOAY after supper

Schedule Announced
For Swimming Tests
Tuesday, Sept. 27, Company
A-l, 7:00 p. m.; Company B-l,
7:20 p. m.; Company C-l, 7:40 p.
m.; Company D-l, 8:00 p. m.
Thursday, Sept. 29, Company
A-2, 7:00 p. m.; Company B-2,
7:20 ip. m.; Company C-2, 7:40 p.
m; Company D-2, 8:00 p. m.
Friday, Company A-3, 7:00 p.
m., Company B-3, 7:20 p. m.;
Company C-3, 7:40 p. m.; Company D-3, 8:00 p. m.
Monday, October 3, Company
A-4, 7:00 p. m.; Company B-4,
7:20 p. m.; Company C-4, 7:40 p.
rn.; Company D-4, 8:00 p. m.
Friday, Octobr 7, CompanyBand 7:00 p. m.
Each company will have a complete list of the Freshmen on the
company; the list to be typed
double space. The A & R officer
or 1st Sgt. or someone appointed
by the company commander will
accompany the freshmen to the
dressing room at the time scheduled. If men want to 'put on
bathing trunks and a raincoat in
their rooms that will save time
for dressing. Don't come until
the hour your group is scheduled,
but be there at" that time.
There will be a class organized
for non-swimmers who' cannot
pass the test.
during the week. Members may
see the films free. Others may
join the club at the door.

—If you have material, bring it to us and we will make you a
beautiful suit, top coat, sport coat or slacks guaranteed to fit.

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO
116 West Whitner Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

RICE OVER L. S. U.
The Owls should get revenge
over last year's loss. Rice's good
all round play should take them
to victory.

WAKE FOREST OVER
BOSTON COLLEGE
Peahead Walker's Deacs looked

DAVENPORT'S
Clemson men are
always welcome at one of the South's
i

finest university
shops.

Come in

to shop or just to
look around

DAVENPORT'S
207 N. Main St
GREENVILLE

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
at

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

VISIT

The Anderson Hardware Co.
ANDERSON, S. C.

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
327-329 Main Street
Phone 460
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW...IT'S

0^m 4Jot
HART SCHOOL OF DANCE
416 Summit Avenue — 'Anderson, S. C,
Announces

Classes in Ballroom Dancing,
Foxtrot, Waltz, Rumba, Samba
and Jitterbug
For Information, Call Mrs. Francis Hart
3224

Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coast to coast
test of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels
— and only Camels — for 30 consecutive days, noted
throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION DUE TO SMOKING CAMELS!

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M'
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Dan Di Mucci Stalwart of
Clemson's Foward Wall

Tennis Ladder
1. Lewis Calvert
2. Claire Draper
3. Harold Littlejohn
4. Grady Strom
5. Ben McLeod
6. D. C. LeGrand
7. Jack Neel
8. Vernon Smith
9. Harry Merriett
10. Joe Black
11. C. D. Coleman

By JACK CLANTIN
♦
One of the line stalwarts Coach
Frank Howard will be depending
on the stop the brunt of the North
Carolina State running attack in
Raleigh Saturday night is Dan Di
Mucci, brilliant sophomore guard
By CHARLES MEIBURG
from McKeesport, Pennsylvania.
Dan missed the P. C. game and
Two weeks ago when Clemson
saw limited' action against Rice opened their 1949 Football season
due to an ankle injury, but should against Presbyterian in beautiful
be in top condition by game time Memorial Satdium, Head Coach nent's backfield that pleases his
Saturday night.
Frank Howard decided that it coach. Howard also likes the way
Di Mucci followed Ray Mat- would be better to start Pete the young sophomore is able to
thews, one of the great names in Manos in place of the slightly in- pull out of the line to lead interClemson football history, to Clem- jured Dan DiMucci, at right guard. ference for the ball-carrier.
son. He and Ray played together At the present time, youthful
This Spring, Pete is expected
at McKeesport High School, and Manos, who will turn 19 next to bolster the already strong
although approached with scholar- month, is holding down the same catching department on the base
ship offers by fourteen other position with the capability of a ball team. Manos likes to don the
schools, Dan decided to display veteran.
catcher's equipment just about as
his grid skill for the Tigers.
Pete was born in Brooklyn, well as he likes to 'put on his footAlthough known mainly for his New York, in October of 1930. ball gear. His batting average
football ability, Di Mucci was one Before coming to Clemson, he at- was nothing to be ashamed of as
of the most versatile athletes ever tended Carlisle Military Academy he constantly poked out baseto attend McKeesport High. He at B a m b e r g, South Carolina. hits for last year's Freshman
participated in practically every There he starred in football and baseball team.
sport, and was exceptionally out- baseball, both of which he plays
Pete says that he enjoys the
standing in football, basketball at Clemson.
sports activities here at Clemson
and track. In Dan's three years
Coach Howard is expecting as well as the life with the boys
of high school competition, the great things from Manos, who in barracks; however, he still
McKeesport football team lost would like nothing better than to likes his home town of Brooklyn,
only twice, and one of these losses please his coach. From his right N. Y., where his parents still recame on Dan's first trip to the guard position, Pete can charge side.
South. In 1947, playing in the into an opening, plugging the gap
Majoring in education, Pete
annual Christmas Day Shrine as it is made. He can fall back, hopes someday to get a job coachBowl game at the Orange Bowl if necessary, to help back up the ing football. But before he does,
Stadium in Miami, the McKees- line. However, it is his speed in here's wishing him greater gridport eleven was downed by the working himself into his oppo- iron glory!
Miami High "Stingarees" before
50,000 fans, 34-21.
Dan has a large order on hand,
that of filling the right guard po(Continued from Page 4)
sition left vacant by the graduation of Clemson's All Southern
on defense. The backfield as a whole played a sparkguard, Frank Gillespie. And he
ling type of ball that will give N. C. State plenty of
may be just the mart to do just
that, as he was probably the outtrouble.
standing man on the 1948 Fresh- RACKETEERS CALLED
man line, and also one of the
Coach Hoke Sloan, in an attempt to get the jump on
sparkplugs up front in this years
spring practice session. Dan is other tennis squads, has already issued the call for his rackexceptionally fast and may prove eteers. Sloan is starting this fall's tennis with the hope that
to be the "fifth man" in Coach
Beattie Feathers' backfield Satur- this year's team will show a marked improvement over last
day night.
year's aggregation which had a mediocre record. It is defiDan is only nineteen years of nitely pointed out that no position has been taken and there's
age and has two _more years of
varsity competition remaining. plenty of room for new candidates. We join him in urging
An Arts and Science major, Dan all aspirants to turn out now and make a bid for a berth on
plans to return to his native the team.
Pennsylvania after graduation
and make a career of teaching
and coaching.
Predictions

Pete Manos Hailed
As Bright Prospect

Trailing The Tiger

(Continued from Page 5)

Tiger Scorers

against the Lions, although one
shouldn't be fooled by their one
Fred Cone, Clemson's bull-like sided loss to Stanford.
fullback, scored six points against
NORTHWESTERN OVER
Rice Saturday night and hiked PITTSBTJRG
his season total for two games to
With Murakowski still around,
eighteen points. This tally placed the Wildcats will be a little too
Cone on top of the Tiger scoring much for Pitt. The Panther did
stop a good William and Mary
parade and placed him in a three team last weekend, so don't count
way tie for the Southern Con- them out completely.
ference lead. Billy Cox, of Duke,
CALIFORNIA OVER
Stan Lavine, of Maryland, have OREGON STATE
also scored three times each.
Lynn Waldorf's Golden Bears
"Raging Ray" Matthews fol- will continue their winning ways
lows Cone with twelve points, at the Beavers expense.
and Tommy "The Toe" Chandler OHIO STATE OVER
has made good ten of the eleven INDIANA
O. S. U. had a scare with Misextra point trys for ten points and
souri, but the Buckeyes should
third best.
find themselves this week.
TIGER SCORERS
ALSO:
Cone
. 18
Maryland over Georgetown,
Pennsylvania
over Dartmouth,
Matthews
..„
. 12
William and Mary over Virginia
Chandler
. 10
Tech, Washington and Lee over
Brodie
6
West Virginia,- U. C. L. A. over
Oregon, Minnesota over NebrasDalvfirt
..
6
ka, Purdue over Iowa, Rutgers
Cox
6
over Temple, Florida over Tulsa,
Miami over Rollins, Lehigh over
Deanhart
. G
Case, Michigan State over MarKinney
6
quette, New Mexico over New
Mexico A,&M., Duquesne over
Smith
6
Muhlenberg, Texas over Idaho,
Yale over Fordham, Virginia over
Miami, O., Kentucky over Mississippi, and San Francisco over
Loyola.

ICOLD VfltfHW

Clemson How Third Intramural Sports
Are In Full Swing
In Palmetto Race
The Intramural Sports program
When Clemson's 15-game vie-1
tory string was snapped by Rice ii
at Houston, Texas, last Saturday, j|
the Tigers fell from the State i
leadership at the end of the second week of the football season. \
The power-laden Owls rolled over
the 1949 Southern Conference
Champions 33-7, leaving Clemson
with a 1-1 record. Newberry and
Wofford were the only state
teams boasting perfect records,
both winning two • games in as
many starts. Newberry has beaten Carson-Newman 13-7 and
High Point 25-0, while Wofford
knocked off Howard last week
27-13 for their second straight
win.
The University of South Caroline Gamecocks could fare little
better than the Tigers against a
Southwestern Conference foe losing to powerful Baylor 20-6, while
Furman's Purple Hurricane was
upset by a stronger than expected Washington and Lee team.
Furman's record is now 0-2,
having lost the previous week to
Georgia 25-0. Erskine has also
lost 2 games, last week to the
Catawba Indians 20-7.
Presbyterian, idle last week after their crushing defeat by Clemson, will go up against Davidson
Saturday, while The Citadel, who
lost their opener to Florida 13-0,
will rest this week-end before
entertaining Newberry next week.
Here are the standings of the
eight state teams after the second
week of activity:
W

Newberry
__
Wofford
Clemson
_
South Carolina __
The Citadel ..
Presbyterian _„ Furman
Erskine

2
2

1
0
0

0
0
0

L
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

PF PA
7
38
68 13
76 40
6 20
0 13
7 69
7 52
7 27

Font's Camera Shop
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.

CLEMSON
THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 30-OCT. 1

"IT'S A GREAT
FEELING"
With Doris Day and
Jack Carson

MONDAY & TUESDAY
OCTOBER 3 & 4

"BERKLEY'S OF
BROADWAY"
With Fred Astaire
Ginger Rogers

WED. & THURS.
OCTOBER 5 & 6

"ANY NUMBER
CAN PLAY"
With Clark Gable
Alexis Smith
SEE A GOOD SHOW IN
MODERN COMFORT

Students at Clemson

HAVE YOUR

REG U 4 MT OFF

LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CAR HEATER

CADET LAUNDRY
RECHECKED

Frank Dillard, Mgr.

NOW!
READING THE BLUE BOOK
OF MEN'S WEAR
—Have your garage or service
station check your South Wind
today.
South Wind heaters, parts ajid
complete overhaul available to
him at

Wigington Auto
Parts Co.
SENECA, S. C.
Phone 382

Manhattan
Mjchaels-Stern
Nunn-Bush
Style Mart
Jantzen
Alligator
Complete Formal
Wear
Tux fir Dinner
Jackets

Botany
Bantamac
Curtis
Edgerton
Swank
Hickok

MCN5

SHOP

SFNEC.A SC
Copyright 1949, LiGcrrr &

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

is in full swing right now with
volleyball games being played
each afternoon at 4:30. Some of
the teams look very good, and
keen competition is in order next
week when the tournament begins. When the tournament opens
on Monday, October 3, a team
may stay in the tournament as
long as it wins.
Touch football will begin on
October 1^, so students are urged
to organize their teams and have
them ready to go. ~R. O. T. C.
teams will be composed of students from a company, but only
men from that company will be
allowed to play with that company. In other words a student
from Company A-l will not be
allowed to play with any company
except A-l. Veterans who wish
to organize touch football teams
may do so, but the men forming
the veterans' teams must room in
the same barracks, and a list of
students with their room num-

Thursday, September 29, 1949
bers must be turned in to Mr.
Cooper.
In addition to volleyball which
is now going on, swimming tests
are being offered the freshmen.
Beginning October 10, there will
be a class for those students -who
cannot swim. All non-swimmers
are urged to take advantage of
this opportunity to learn. The
lessons are FREE!
The Intramural equipment
room in Barracks No. 1 is open
daily from 2:00 to 6:00 P. M.;
and from 6:30 to 8:30 P. M.; Saturday and Sunday from 2:00 to
5:30 P. M. The equipment there
is for the use of any student.

SULLIVAN - KING MORTUARY
Formerly McDougald-Bleckley
ANDERSON

SOUTH CAROLINA

AIRPLANE MODELS AND MOTORS
TENNIS RACKET RESTRINGING

DILLARD'S SPORTING GOODS
Anderson, S C.

CURD

SERVICE

JPIX'S

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

(OX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.
Easley, South Carolina

DEPENDABLE USED CARS
AND SPECIALIZED SERVICE
ON ALL MAKES & MODELS.

Madden's Motors

STEAKS, SANDWICHES
WAFFLES AND
COMPLETE MEALS
Main Street
Anderson

RUGBY

ARROW

PURITAN

STETSON
MALLORY

KICKOK

CROSBY SQUARE
ENJOY A DELICIOUS HOME COOKED MEAL AT

Clemson Cafeteria & Bakery

INTERWOVEN
FORTUNE

BOTANY
ALLIGATOR

HANES
JOCKEY

Come in Saturday Night and Listen to
THE CLEMSON AND N. C. STATE GAME

These and Many Other Famous Names

Over Our FM Radio

at

Steaks and Short Orders—Sandwiches and Soft Drinks

GALLANT-BELK CO.

Open to Public 7 A. M. to 11 P. M.

Men's Store

Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Morris, Operators

ANDERSON, S. C.

